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About This Content

An ominous shadow of the Axis Alliance is being cast over the sands of Africa. The scorching hot African sky will soon burn
with the flames of heavy cannons and fill with smoke of bullet-ridden fighter planes. Become Britain’s top pilot and help the

Allies repel the Nazi threat. Face the infamous general Rommel, clash with his forces above Tobruk and stand up to the
challenge in one of the most pivotal battles on the African front – the Battle of El Alamein.
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Actually a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game.

Most Ubisoft titles ported onto Steam are only playable with Uplay.

And you know what?

I'm actually fine with that.

But what I'm definitely NOT fine with, is how BAD everything runs. And it's nut just on my PC either. Everyone's. in fact. The
audio turns from "WOAH", to "WTF"? The visual artifacts such as tears, and so on, and so on. I'm genuinely
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that EVERY Far Cry game has this issue
(excluding Far Cry 1 and 5). PLEASE fix your games Ubisoft. They're fine on the surface. But deep down,
they're\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I really like this English course, it is very complete, it has everything I need to
learn grammar, vocabulary, practice my pronunciation and practice my listening comprehension, etc.

Absolutely the whole app is in English and I think that for that reason anyone with any other native language can take advantage
of this app, everything in English takes me to a greater effort more to learn, (it has more benefits in itself) search in the
dictionary If I find a word that I do not know and thus grow more and more in my abilities with this beautiful language.. 10\/10 -
Would buy for the credits sequence alone.. One of the good projects, which was released recently.. That one was a REALLY
good surprise! I was expecting a simple but cute platformer...it's way more polished than that. It have a heavy mario world
feeling to it. The biggest downside that i can give is that all non-endofworld-boss are animalistic blob...but beside that, all stage
introduce new mechanic and theme, all have their own boss, and if the game start simple, it ramps up quite heavily later on.
Magic you can buy that feels like cheating will become a godsend near the end.
So...yeah. Don't look super fancy at first glance, but i had lots of fun with this one. Highly recommended! ^^. I normally don't
write negative reviews, but as a massive fan of the original I just couldn\u2019t help myself as it doesn\u2019t do it justice.
This isn\u2019t just because of a lack of nostalgia for a classic, this is a game that does not stand up on its own. Average
graphics, clunky game play and overall generic sci-fi tone is a big step backwards from the original and so many other games
that do it better.

I really wish developers and publishers wouldn\u2019t piggy back off of other great titles names. But if you want a unique
experience that set a standard for a lot of games today, check out the original.

Small shout out too needing U-play as always :(
. This game should be considerably cheaper . It\u2019s not very enticing .you will soon get bored. The remake\\reimagining of
one of my favorite games ever. This is a one of a kind game that is absolutely NOT for everyone. Do not go into this expecting
high octane action or jump scares. It's a slow burn thriller with a depressing and bizarre narrative. If you're looking for more
quick thrills, play We Happy Few. This is the purest survival sim you'll ever find. Games like DayZ and Rust fail to simulate
realistic survival since you're rewarded more for killing each other than working together with no real end goal in sight. In
Pathologic, reputation is everything. You don't want to get on everyone's bad side otherwise they won't talk to you, trade with
you, and they might just kill you on sight. The worse the town is, the harder your ability to complete your nearly impossible
mission is. The social dynamic here is unmatched by any game. However, the game has some big flaws. Two patches later, it
still runs like crap. I have a 1080 Ti and I play in 4k which shouldn't be a problem given the small world and dated graphics.
However, while I get 60 FPS most of the time, it does dip often. Every conversation makes the game run at 45 FPS and the
game just randomly drops in frame rate while navigating the town. There are a few graphical glitches I've found. The
translation, while very good, has several grammatical errors. There's also the price given the content available. The original
game gave three playable characters out of the box. This only has The Haruspex with the other two being released later. How
will this be priced? Will they be their own games or DLC? Is it really worth spending more money to go through the same 12
day plague in the same town at the same time? We'll see. The hunger and thirst mechanics back when the original came out were
cutting edge, but now, like We Happy Few, feels really dated and more annoying than anything. The plague system is still state
of the art though and is the biggest selling point. How many people can you save? How long can you last without getting
infected? How many quests will you abandon? How far are you willing to go to survive and find a cure?. This DLC is very good
the plane flies well, not all clickable switches \/ buttons do anything(shame). its got a GPS GARMAN 295 map which is good
when you want to know where you are.
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It has an Auto pilot where you can set your heading and ceiling but it will not follow a set GPS in the GARMAN so you have to
follow the HDG course.
The heading select gauge (center top row) is a bit odd, as is the pointer needle which sets the heading, which works with the
GYRO HEADING DRIFT gauge (second left, top row gauges) it all works but it just an odd way of working the HDG.
The engine on start up sounds just right, so is the very throaty idel. In flight the sound is spot on. ( ive had the pleasure of being
close up to the real thing at an air show.
I think the graphics in the cockpit could be better, It reminds me of the graphics in the TOM & GERRY Cartoons, lol watch one
and you'll agree.
But all in all it's a good flier.
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The empty potion sticker is very useful for me when I\u2019m a supporter\/healer of the team.. It's Very Very Good.

In a Nutshell: Spelunky + Heavy Roguelike elements.
This game has depth, there are mechanics upon mechanics, and many ways to approach it.

There are 4 classes, with a lot of room for differentiation in play-style via starting conditions and build.
The Catacombs are cruel, and punish smack down hubris, the A.I is clever, and more advanced enemies will trick you.

Like, it's fun, very fun.. it doen't make any sense at first but I go the hands of it.. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. Hello, friend. I see you are a gamer of culture as well, considering that you're
even here reading this review for this particular game. Look, the fact that you're here at all is pretty much all I need to know to
tell you that you'll enjoy it—if, my transinternet powers of perception are accurate, that is.

If you're a fan of RPGs, old or new, anything and everything in the spectrum between Ultima and Skyrim, I highly reccomend
you play this game for a few reasons.

1. It's free. It literally costs you nothing to download it.

2. It's charming and well crafted, despite being 11 years old and made by a dev team you could count on one hand, a remarkable
feat given its quality.

3. Character customization is superb. Race, Axiom, and Class combinations merely define your starting equipment, and shift a
few of your stats around, but if you're patient enough to SMASH that "roll" button, you can get a good starting character
regardless of these three qualifiers. Any playstyle is possible.

4. The story, environment, music, dialogue (text only), and interface may not be up to Crysis standards, but they're pleasing to
look at, read, listen to, and interact with, respectively.

5. It is legitmately fun to play, especially when it comes to finding loot and slaughtering the innoc—UH, I mean, getting
experience points! Not counting the unhealthy number of times I save-scummed to get good items from random chests, or from
restarting my character a great many times after trying out all the classes and such, I'm told by the game that I've spent about 24
hours on it, in what I'm pretty confident is a 100% playthrough.

Why not step away from your existential crisises for a weekend and venture into the land of Thaermore? Besides, how many
RPGs have velociraptors in them? That's right, velociraptors, in the forest.. Videoball... Sorry, I need to clear my throat for this
one...

VIDEOBALL is an air hockey-Asteroids-Crossfire(the board game) mashup sports game where you shoot projectiles at the
ball(s) and can use them to stun other players (including your teammates). Games can be 1v1, 2v2, or 3v3 if you're feeling up
for one VIDEOBALL match you'll never forget. The controls remind me of Asteroids except more floaty, but they're fine. I
also appreciate the intuitiveness for just using the control stick and any one button to navigate though menus, though it can get
somewhat confusing at times. It's not a horrible thing though. If you're a shut-in like me, you'll be glad that there's AIs, each
with their own behaviors. You could have an AI for scoring, an AI for defending, and you, for.. Whatever you want to do, I
guess. Even with the large amount of customization available in exhibition matches, there's also an arcade mode where you (and
a friend (assuming you have any after kicking their♥♥♥♥♥in VIDEOBALL)) can play against predetermined AIs in several
different arenas. There's also an online mode which I h̶a̶v̶e̶n̶'̶t̶ ̶t̶r̶i̶e̶d̶ ̶y̶e̶t̶ ̶(̶w̶i̶l̶l̶ ̶u̶p̶d̶a̶t̶e̶ ̶t̶h̶i̶s̶ ̶r̶e̶v̶i̶e̶w̶ ̶w̶h̶e̶n̶ ̶I̶ ̶a̶c̶t̶u̶a̶l̶l̶y̶ ̶f̶i̶n̶d̶ ̶s̶o̶m̶e̶o̶n̶e̶)̶.̶
tried and it's actually better than I expected with all the stuff that can be onscreen. Sure, there were a few hiccups here and
there, but I played a 3v3 with little to no lag and that's awesome.

So yeah, that's pretty much Video- VIDEOBALL. Now if you'll excuse me, I need to go relax my throat again... After one more
game of VIDEOBALL.

Now my throat is dead. Meh.. Fantastic new fighter that feels like you got your old school footsies again. Easy mechanics but
enough depth it's not free like some newer fighters. Can't review it without mentioning the similarities to 3rd strike and sf4, but
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I'd like to say it's what 4 should of been.. If you like the basic dungeons 2 and want more, you can savely grab this one. One new
faction (UNDEAD) and a campain that is more or less even longer then the core game.. I liked this game quite a bit. It does the
whole trade thing pretty well. It's definitely one of the better economy games released recently. It not only allows you to build
ships and set up trade routes but also allows you to build colonize and maybe be a pirate if you want. I'll go into some pros and
cons:

Pros:
-You aren't stuck playing the economy game. You can play a military game by being a pirate or fighting with other countries.
-The game does the trading really well. The amount of resources aren't overwhelming (although the amount also isn't very
impressive either). It's easy to just jump into the game.
-There is a good amount of ships and you can customize each one you build by spending a little extra money.

Cons:
-The colony management is a little too simplistic. It does add to the game but it is only picking a building you want to build from
a list.
-There are only limited colony spots that you can build colonies on. I would've liked to just see where the resources were and
build a colony accordingly.
-You have to buy the resources from your colonies to sell them in the Home Country (Europe) and, as far as I can tell, you can't
trade with other colonies. Instead you trade resources via diplomacy but those resources can only be traded via diplomacy and
you cannot sell them in Europe. Because of this it is very possible to go negative and you can't do anything about it.

All in all it's a fun game and I would recommend it. Especially now (11\/27) with a sale going on. Certainly worth the $4 for the
base and $6 for the complete.
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